Kamakura Corporation

KRM
Australasian User Group Conference

23rd and 24th of March 2015

The Westin Hotel
1 Martin Place,
Sydney
Heritage Room
Objectives

To bring together all our Australian and New Zealand clients to allow for mutual discussion and sharing of the way in which each is using and leveraging KRM in a collegiate manner for mutual benefit highlighting areas of innovation or differentiation to facilitate thinking of different ways in which KRM or its technology environment could be further leveraged within an organization.

To ensure that the forthcoming KRM 9.0 release captures as much innovation and input from Australian and New Zealand clients as is possible and enhance their understanding of what has been developed and enhanced within the KRM 9.0 platform due for release and any potential further enhancements or desired changes to meet local client requirements.
Agenda
Day #1 – Monday 23rd March 2015

9:00am   Welcome, Introductions and Overview of the conference objectives

9:30am   Understanding the forecasting ability within KRM to achieve dynamic balance sheet and liquidity / capital outcomes.

10:30am  Morning Tea

10:45am  Technology excellence - looking at the technology environment that KRM operates within

11:45am  Presentation
          Suresh Sankaran, Kamakura Corporation, Chief Risk Officer – Liquidity / Basel III / IFRS9

12:30pm  Luncheon Break

1:45pm   Excellence in the KRM architecture environment, resources and optimisation in a MS SQL 2012 environment, including audit logging, facilitating using KRM as an on-demand modelling tool rather than batch processor.

2:45pm   Presentation
          Jim Moloney, Kamakura Corporation, Director Global Business Solutions - Current developments in Europe and Outlook

3:15pm   Afternoon Tea

3:45pm   Further discussion of KRM capabilities

4:45pm   Wrap up of the day

5:45pm   Evening drinks discussion

6:15pm   Dinner
Agenda

Day #2 – Tuesday 24th March 2015

9:00am  Review of Day #1

9:15am  Review of KRM 9.0 Data Schema changes and implications for upgrades from previous versions of KRM with direct video conference input from Kamakura Corporation;
Kenji Imai  Managing Director, KRM Development
Dr. Alexandre Telnov
Dr. Predrag Miocinovic

10:30am  Morning Tea

10:45am  Discussion of functional enhancements being introduced with KRM 9.0 and changes to Screen / GUI layouts with direct video conference input from Kamakura Corporation;
Kenji Imai  Managing Director, KRM Development
Dr. Alexandre Telnov
Dr. Predrag Miocinovic

12:30pm  Luncheon Break

1:45pm  Discussion of enhancements desired by conference participants and allocated priorities with direct video conference input from Kamakura Corporation;
Kenji Imai  Managing Director, KRM Development
Dr. Alexandre Telnov
Dr. Predrag Miocinovic

3:15pm  Afternoon Tea

3:45pm+  Conclusion and summary of overall discussion and thoughts for next meeting.